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OEKO-TEX®  MADE IN GREEN  
Better all round: responsibly  
produced and safety tested

Textile and leather carrying this  
label are produced more sustainably  
in socially responsible workplaces.  
The products are fully traceable and 
tested for the presence of harmful 
substances. 

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 
The original saftey standard:  
for everyday confidence

Setting the standard for textile  
safety, from yarn to finished product.  
Every item bearing the label has  
passed safety tests for the presence  
of harmful substances. 

 OEKO-TEX® ORGANIC COTTON 
Verified from farm to product 

This certification is a caring approach 
to our environment and human health. 
Products bearing this label have been 
manufactured without the use of  
GMOs and other harmful substances. 

OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD  
A better and safer choice  

Whether a sofa, a shoe or anything 
in between an item with this label is 
a safer choice. Leather that meets 
this standard has been scientifically 
tested for the presence of harmful 
substances. 

OEKO-TEX® STeP  
Responsible production for people  
and planet

This certification sets the highest  
standards for both social and  
environmental aspects of the textile  
and leather production. It is a sign of  
responsibility towards employees 
and the environment and supports 
a company’s journey towards more 
sustainable production. 

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT 
Rigorously tested: for a cleaner planet 

Chemicals, colourants and auxiliaries  
that are certified, have been tested  
and analysed against strict criteria,  
for a lower environmental impact  
and are not harmful to human health. 

OEKO-TEX® RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS 
Responsibility in global business ope-
rations

A certified company awarded this  
management process certification is 
dedicated to practising due diligence, 
protecting both human rights and the 
environment.

Number of valid OEKO-TEX® certificates and labels 
Total: 44,389 as of 1.07.2023

1,2581,0819410,975 30,981

Ensuring trust and  
sustainability in textiles 
and leather. 

Our Core Values: 

Trust Safety Sustainability

Our Facts: 

17
institutes 

21,000 
manufacturers, brands 
and trading companies 

Millions
of consumers

use the OEKO-TEX® labels as an 
orientation for their purchasing 

decisions

100  
countries

sustainability worldwide  
present in more than

since 1992

Our Mission: 

We inspire trust in the textile and leather industry.  
Driven by sustainability and a dedication to transparency,  
our work is grounded in proven science. Our standards allow  
everyone to make responsible decisions and protect natural  
resources. 


